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A JOURNEY INTO TOTAL MINISTRY:
THE CHEVIOT, NEW ZEALAND  STORY

Diana Le Cren

The Context

Cheviot sits at the northern end of Canterbury province, an area sixty miles
long and encompassed by hills, rivers and the sea. This beautiful county
with the main north-south road travelling its full length is a farming
community with the essential supporting services, and boasts a small
holiday-retirement settlement at Gore Bay. The population of 1175 people
is evenly distributed between the township of Cheviot and the surrounding
countryside. The Anglican church has served this conservative community
with Roman Catholic and Presbyterian communities of faith since 1860.
Smaller congregations since the 1980s reflects the worldwide trend.

The shock waves following the decision of the Government to restructure
the New Zealand economy, and the removal of supplementary minimum
prices for primary products in 1984, had an immediate and devastating
effect on this farming community. Severe drought in the late 1980s
compounded the stress and pressure on an already bewildered community
facing significant changes as a result of the economic climate.

Depopulation through relocation, loss and retirement impacted throughout
the district and the church. When a new vicar was invested, and brought
with him unfamiliar ideas of ministry, people felt vulnerable and punch
drunk with the many changes.

But a vision of how the church might be if all who were baptised were to
discover and claim their gifts for the mission and ministry of the church
and be more confident of their 'sent out' role in the community began to
emerge. Furthermore, a fresh awareness of love and concern for one
another was taking place and enhancing relationships within the church.

Tensions between the newly energised evangelical-charismatic and more
traditional members of the church community were developing. These
came to a head when a faculty was granted to move the altar forwards, and
to change the lie of the communion rail and steps. As a result many of the
hurts and fears the community were experiencing erupted in anger and
grief at the meeting held to debate the controversy surrounding these
furniture changes.

Significantly, alongside all these factors, the parish transferred from the
more distant Nelson diocese to the Christchurch diocese; Christchurch
being more central geographically, and the business and shopping centre
for Cheviot.
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Thus the 1980s saw significant changes both within the church community
and in the wider social, economic and climatic situation. It was from within
this climate of change and tension, heightened spiritual awareness and
personal relationships, regular bible study and prayer, that a ministry
planning group was established to explore directions in which to move. A
shift from maintenance to mission oriented mode was determined, and a
mission statement was drawn up for the parish to consider. This was
subsequently adopted. The wind of the Holy Spirit was felt to be blowing
over Cheviot.

The Diocese

The warm welcome given by the Christchurch Diocese eased the transition
from Nelson, and the grief experienced over the loss of historical contacts
and familiar ways. As with any relationship, it took time to develop
personal links with Christchurch Diocese, but as they grew, these links
became one of the strengths in developing an authentic way to be the
church in Cheviot at this time.

As a different way of ministry developed over the following years, the
support, advice, and resourcing from the diocese were essential. Strong
links with the Ministry Educator, personal interest from the Bishop and
supervising, mentoring services through the Consulting Vicar all provided
ongoing assistance. The demands from the parish always seemed to be met
willingly, and an important rapport has developed with the personnel in the
central Diocesan Office who respond promptly to cries of "Help"!

Total Ministry

Eventually, during the winter of 1989, the diocese alerted the Vestry to the
fact that it was unprepared to continue carrying the financial debt burden
for the parish and asked what could be done to reverse this trend. The
principles of Total Ministry or Every Member Ministry as it was first
known were introduced as an alternative way to approach ministry.

As it was described; "The impression that ministry belongs to the ordained
is very strong. 'Lay Ministry' is usually seen as teaching Sunday School,
leading the Youth Group, taking part in worship, being a Vestry member,
and visiting. Beyond this we tend to have little understanding of 'lay
ministry'.
The baptismal liturgy in the New Zealand Prayer Book emphasises that
ministry is part of being a baptised member of the Church.
A baptised person is expected to play an active part in the Church's total
ministry. Total ministry is the mission of the Church to continue the
ministry of Jesus in the world.
Lay persons are all called to be ministers in the world where they live -
giving service and proclaiming the good news of Jesus Christ. The Church
becomes a ministering community instead of a community gathered
around a minister.
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The Vestry and the worshipping congregation embraced this concept and
felt prepared and willing to take responsibility for the mission and ministry
of the church in the local context of Cheviot; and so began sharing the
dream with the wider parish and community.

Parish meetings and shared meals after a service became the custom, with
opportunities to talk, listen, learn, struggle and pray together as the
paradigm began to shift.

Ministry does not 'belong' to the ordained, nor does it belong to a
'team' of people in the parish. Ultimately, ministry 'belongs' to
Christ, and he chooses to share it with all members of the Body.
Through the work of the Holy Spirit in people's lives, ministry skills
are shared out among all the members of the church, rather than
held in the hands of just a few.

Boyd, (1995) Total Ministry, Diocese of Christchurch)

Partnership between the Bishop, Diocesan Ministry Educator and others
with the congregation helped everyone to revalue their baptism, enabling
people to explore their own gifts and ministries, and to understand that
each church body has within its members sufficient gifts for its life to carry
out its work and mission. The priest and deacon is but one part of that
ministering community, no longer the solo all-purpose minister!

A period of fifteen months without ordained ministry forced members of
the congregation to consider what their gifts were and how they might
contribute. This step of faith and increased responsibility led to confidence
in their own ministries. These two vital factors crystallised and confirmed
the move into Total Ministry. For the Cheviot congregation, this was the
turning point.

With approval and support from the Bishop and the Diocesan Ministry
Educator, the parish became intentional about the education process
needed to implement this decision.

Initially, for many parishioners and the wider community the idea of 'every
member ministry' or 'total ministry' was alien, scary or unnecessary, but
over the last six years, individual people have slowly caught the vision and
gradually more and more people have been touched or affected as the
church attempts to be real in the community. Some ex-parishioners have
found their way back, while for others, their faith in God is new, and the
opportunity to engage in the life of the church encourages their ministries.
Many families and especially people with young children, looking for
something of substance, seem drawn by this inclusivity.

Not only was there some difficulty in gaining acceptance by the local
community of the Total Ministry concept, but Diocesan attitudes had to be
influenced also so that ministries were in no way regarded by other clergy
or parishes as second-class.
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A Period of Education, with a Consulting Vicar

In 1992 a 'consulting vicar', a vicar with parish experience and
understanding of the nature of 'every member' ministry, was employed for
twenty hours a week. His function was primarily to identify, enable and
resource the gifts, and to help reconcile and heal those parishioners who
were hurt and estranged by the earlier changes. Weekly gatherings for
teaching took place in an environment of worship and prayer, and these
proved to be a rich learning ground.

Workshops, seminars, and diocesan events were arranged or attended as
the needs and skills were identified to sustain various ministries and this
remains a pattern of continuing education. All members of the
congregation are encouraged to share the learning and training
opportunities which occur in an environment of compassion, leavened
with a good dose of humour and fun!

The first Consulting Vicar's time was shared with the neighbouring parish
of Amberley, teaching and learning opportunities were also shared. During
the last six years, many people have been invited to share their wisdom
and they have helped the parish to keep an outward view:

• the diocesan 'parish visitation' process affirmed the direction it
seemed we should move in;

• ten days in the company of Fransicans and Sisters from the
Community of the Sacred Name along with other North Canterbury
parishes developed bonds we still enjoy;

• Stuart Zabriskie, Bishop of Nevada, was especially helpful and
encouraging about Total Ministry;

• a week of fun, community research, hands on experience, and
consultation with Stan and Pauline Stewart [ministry trainers]
influences us still;

• with people from Amberley we've studied church History, wrestled
with preaching, shared worship and picnicked together;

• afternoon, evening, and weekend seminars and workshops are held
on any topic which is current or needed;

• Education for Ministry, bible study and seekers groups have specific
time frames [that is six weeks] and are a valuable way to interact
with the community;

• diocesan training events are attended regularly by those who are
licensed;

• monthly archdeaconry lunch meetings with clergy in North
Canterbury help keep the wider church perspective alive.
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This was all part of various people being called to different ministries in
the Church.

The Calling Process

The training and calling process for ordained and licensed ministries was
implemented and realised in 1993, when the Bishop called for nominations
for ordination during a Eucharistic Service. Prior to the calling seven
weeks had been set aside for specific teaching and preaching by invited
people. (See Table I)

Table I

Strategic Preaching and Teaching prior to the Calling Process

1. Robin Smith - Consulting Vicar
Ministry in the New Testament

2. Peter Williams - Diocesan Ministry Educator
The role of the Diocese in Total Ministry

3. Gillian Morgan - Lay Archdeacon/Manager Social Services South Canterbury
Recognising individual Ministry Gifts

4. Andrew Sullivan - retired Parish Priest
The Role of the Priest in Total Ministry

5. Robin Smith - Consulting Vicar
What is a Church Anyway?

6. David Boyd - Archdeacon, Compiler and Editor
Total Ministry Booklet, Christchurch Diocese

7. Robin Smith - Consulting Vicar
Baptism and its call to Total Ministry

8. David Coles - Bishop of Christchurch
A Diocesan Perspective on Total Ministry Policy and Relationships.

The parish and Consulting Vicar together determined the requirements for
this teaching programme which the Diocese then helped to resource.

A man and a woman were called to the priesthood and a man was also
called to the permanent diaconate. These three people represent different
ages, backgrounds and gender, and during a time of prayer and reflection
felt a personal calling to these ministries. Examination by the Bishop's
Chaplains and a fifteen month training period for the candidates and the
whole congregation, prepared the way for ordinations at the end of 1994.
The three were made deacons in Christchurch Cathedral and two were
priested ten days later at Cheviot.
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At the same time various other ministries were identified, and a Pastoral
Care leader, an Administrator Leader, and a Preacher were licensed also.

The ordination and licensing was a milestone event. For the congregation,
parishioners, and the local community, it was a ceremony of significance
and acceptance which embraced the wider  vision of being a ministering
community.

Time has moved on and we now share a new Consulting Vicar on one-
eighth of a stipend with two other parishes (see Appendix I). The Cheviot
worship leaders occasionally help with services as these two parishes work
towards shared ministry also.

Goal planning and setting has become an annual parish event. A long
piece of newsprint bears witness to the drections it is felt God is moving
his people. It hangs in the office for all to see and measure the practical
application against.

This small but growing congregation of 100 regular worshippers has to
continually determine what shape its ministry will take, and it is
developing a 'sufficiency' mode. "We do only what we can, but let's do it
well!"

Children and Young People

Worship is now intergenerational. It has taken time, but with immense
tolerance from the older members and "letting go" by the parents, the
young have integrated into all aspects of worship. The increasing number
of children is a continual challenge; as we struggle to honour them, so their
natural spiritual curiosity and cooperation has come forth.

We do not have the personnel or skills for youth work, so a combined
ecumenical effort sends children to holiday camps throughout Canterbury
and Marlborough provinces. The benefits from exposure to the outside
world are far reaching, stimulating spiritual growth and their participation
in the life of the church, and affecting whole families.

Ongoingness

One aspect to this study is the desire for fun and friendship, so
opportunities are created for mixing with other parishes moving into Total
Ministry. Gathering the children and young people together for events,
progressive dinners, worshipping outdoors, and generally flinging open the
doors and windows for easier entry into the 'church' are all opportunities
for evangelism.

The 'church' is profoundly affected and involved in the community, and
this is reflected in the diverse and varied backgrounds and ages of the
congregation. The wind of change has brought healthy participation
amongst the worshippers from all these different places, and our
understanding of 'ministry' is as the way we live in the world.
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The journey continues with other strands and stories running alongside and
integrating with Total Ministry. There is ecumenical dialogue and shared
worship - a valued development between Presbyterians and Anglicans,
and wider ecumenical ties and worship with the Roman Catholic church.

The wind of change first blew over Cheviot ten years ago. We journey on,
knowing that without doubt there will be more changes, trusting that we
have the wisdom to value patience, and allow time for God's voice to be
heard. We remember that "each of you has been blessed with one of God's
many wonderful gifts to be used for the service of others. So use your gift
well."  (1 Peter 4:10)

It is an exciting journey.

Appendix I

Overview of Consulting Vicar's Role in the Parish of Cheviot
(Rev. Ted Good)

Provide consulting, supervision and mentoring services to the whole
congregation in the Ministry Unit, by the following means:

1. Assist with the clarification of Vision, Ministry, Roles and Goals, both
immediate and long term.

2. Act as a "sounding board" for team members.

3. Provide "how to" assistance for the transformation of theory into practice.

4. Provide "on site" training opportunities for both team and parish members.

5. Assist in the transition from a clergy-centred to a shared ministry paradigm.

6. Provide a safe and secure environment in which necessary change can take
place.

7. Lower anxiety and stress levels that such a process can raise.

8. Provide pastoral care and support for the ministry team.

9. Stimulate and encourage.

10. Support the ministry unit and parish through regular prayer and intercession.

The Uniting Church in Australia, National Assembly Working Groups on Mission and
Evangelism has added this article to the on line Mission Folio in September 2001.

The folio is made up of papers and reports reflecting on mission and evangelism in the
Australian context.  The folio includes a number of papers from the National Theological
Consultation held in Adelaide in 2000 and will progressively include some of the major
statements from the Assembly over the past twenty-five years. We would be pleased to
hear from you and this is an invitation for you to send papers for inclusion in the folio.
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For further information Contact the Rev Dean Eland at deanelnd@melbpc.org.au
Phone at 03 9311 116 or fax at 03 9311 2665. PO Box 384 SUNSHINE 3020.

This article is one of twenty articles included in “Congregations Learning Together for the
Future; a Workbook to help plan and create cluster ministries”, produced by the
Commission for Mission, Synod of Victoria in November 1996. Editors Bruce McKenzie
and Rev Dean Eland.


